Deterministically patterned biomimetic human iPSCderived hepatic model via rapid 3D bioprinting
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The functional maturation and preservation of hepatic cells derived
from human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) are essential to
personalized in vitro drug screening and disease study. Major liver
functions are tightly linked to the 3D assembly of hepatocytes, with
the supporting cell types from both endodermal and mesodermal
origins in a hexagonal lobule unit. Although there are many reports
on functional 2D cell differentiation, few studies have demonstrated
the in vitro maturation of hiPSC-derived hepatic progenitor cells
(hiPSC-HPCs) in a 3D environment that depicts the physiologically
relevant cell combination and microarchitecture. The application of
rapid, digital 3D bioprinting to tissue engineering has allowed 3D
patterning of multiple cell types in a predefined biomimetic manner.
Here we present a 3D hydrogel-based triculture model that embeds
hiPSC-HPCs with human umbilical vein endothelial cells and adiposederived stem cells in a microscale hexagonal architecture. In comparison with 2D monolayer culture and a 3D HPC-only model, our 3D
triculture model shows both phenotypic and functional enhancements
in the hiPSC-HPCs over weeks of in vitro culture. Specifically, we find
improved morphological organization, higher liver-specific gene expression levels, increased metabolic product secretion, and enhanced
cytochrome P450 induction. The application of bioprinting technology
in tissue engineering enables the development of a 3D biomimetic
liver model that recapitulates the native liver module architecture
and could be used for various applications such as early drug screening
and disease modeling.
3D bioprinting
biomaterials

however, are mostly limited to 2D culture or simple 3D spheroid
cultures (3, 7, 10–14). The lack of a biomimetic microenvironment
provided from the 3D interactions of parenchymal and nonparenchymal cell types along the hepatic differentiation stages
may potentially be one of the limiting factors to functional maturation of the hepatic progenitor cells (HPCs), as well as the
functional preservation of HLCs in vitro (15, 16).
Over the last decades, microtechnology tools have emerged to
forge the advances in tissue engineering (3, 17–20). Although a
majority of these microfabrication techniques are limited to the
generation of simple 2D geometries with selected materials, digital
light processing (DLP)-based 3D printing provides superior speed
and scalability for the fabrication of complex 3D microstructure
(21, 22). Moreover, this computer-aided, photopolymerizationbased technique offers the flexibility to fabricate a great variety of
3D designs and incorporate a wide range of functional elements
including live cells, biomolecules, and nanoparticles (23–25). Here
we present the application of our customized DLP-based 3D bioprinting system to the development of a 3D hydrogel-based
triculture model that possesses the physiologically relevant cell
combination and microarchitecture. The DLP-based 3D bioprinting system allows us to embed hiPSC-HPCs and the supporting cells
from both endothelial and mesenchymal origins in a 3D microscale
hexagonal hydrogel construct, which progressively promotes cell
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The great challenge to developing an in vitro liver model lies in
the limitation of current approaches to recapitulate the sophisticated liver microenvironment contributed by the complex microarchitecture and diverse cell combination. We demonstrate an
innovative advancement toward simulating natural complexity
by integrating a rapid 3D bioprinting technology with tissue
engineering to develop a microscale hepatic construct consisting
of physiologically relevant hexagonal units of liver cells and
supporting cells. The entire construct is fabricated within several
seconds on minimal UV illumination. The model enables the
structural and functional improvements of human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived hepatic progenitor cells and therefore
can be used in early personalized drug screening and liver
pathophysiology studies in vitro.

T

he liver plays a critical role in the synthesis of important proteins
and the metabolism of xenobiotic; the failure of these functions
is closely related to disease development and drug-induced toxicity
(1). For these reasons, in vitro liver models have been extensively
developed to serve as platforms for pathophysiological studies and as
alternatives to animal models in drug screening and hepatotoxicity
prediction (2–4). Human primary hepatocytes, considered one of the
most mature liver cell sources, lose many liver-specific functions
rapidly when cultured in vitro due to the great discrepancies between
the native and culture environments (5, 6). In addition, the practical
difficulties in obtaining liver biopsy samples from every patient further hinder their use in personalized liver models. Consequently,
hepatocytes derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells
(hiPSCs), with the potential to be patient specific and easily accessible, have been widely acknowledged as the most promising cell
source for developing personalized human hepatic models (4, 7).
Many groups have reported monolayer differentiation of
hiPSCs into hepatocyte-like cells (HLCs) and their ability to
metabolize drugs (7–9). Nevertheless, hiPSC-derived HLCs are
still considered immature in terms of many liver-specific gene
expressions, functions, and cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzyme activities (7, 9). Major liver functions are tightly linked to the 3D
assembly of hepatocytes with the supporting cell types from both
endodermal and mesodermal origins in a hexagonal lobule unit.
Current approaches to use HLCs for an in vitro liver model,
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reorganization and realignment within the biomimetic architecture.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the improvement of liver-specific
gene expression, functions, and CYP induction in hiPSC-HPCs
cultured in the 3D triculture model compared with those in conventional 2D monolayer culture and 3D HPC-only models.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of an
in vitro hepatic model that combinatorially mimic the several
in vivo features of liver by providing a 3D culture environment for
hiPSC-derived hepatic cells in triculture with supporting cells in a
biomimetic liver lobule pattern. The application of DLP-based 3D
bioprinting technology in tissue engineering enables the development of a 3D model for both the maturation and the subsequent maintenance of hiPSC-derived hepatic cells and hence
can potentially be used for personalized medicine.
Results
A 3D Bioprinted Model That Patterns hiPSC-Derived Hepatic Cells and
Supporting Cells in a Physiologically Relevant Design. To create a

patient-specific hepatic model that mimics the native architecture
and cell composition, we encapsulated hiPSC-derived hepatic cells
and the endothelial- and mesenchymal-originated supporting cells in
complementary patterns that mimic the hepatic lobule structure by
photopolymerization of the hydrogel matrices (Fig. 1A). We first
synthesized the biocompatible and photopolymerizable hydrogel
solutions and examined the mechanical stiffness of these hydrogel
matrices following light-induced polymerization (Fig. S1). Specifically, 5% (wt/vol) gelatin methacrylate (GelMA), with polymerized
matrix stiffness similar to healthy liver tissues (26, 27), was chosen to
support hiPSC-derived hepatic cells (Fig. S1). Glycidal methacrylate-hyaluronic acid (GMHA), which has been shown to promote
endothelial cell proliferation and support vascularization (28), was

Fig. 1. 3D bioprinting of hydrogel based hepatic construct. (A) Schematic
diagram of a two-step 3D bioprinting approach in which hiPSC-HPCs were
patterned by the first digital mask followed by the patterning of supporting
cells using a second digital mask. (B) Grayscale digital masks corresponding to
polymerizing lobule structure (Left) and vascular structure (Right) designed for
two-step bioprinting. The white patterns represent the light reflecting patterns for photo-polymerization. (C) Images (5×) taken under fluorescent and
bright field channels showing patterns of fluorescently labeled hiPSC-HPCs
(green) in 5% (wt/vol) GelMA and supporting cells (red) in 2.5% (wt/vol)
GelMA with 1% GMHA on day 0. (Scale bars, 500 μm.)
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mixed at 2% (wt/vol) with 5% (wt/vol) GelMA at a 1:1 ratio for
encapsulating the supporting endothelial and mesenchymal cells.
Two patterns resembling the anatomical structures of hepatocytes and supporting cells were designed (Fig. 1B). The pattern
dimensions were adjusted so that the bioprinted structures have
lobule dimension approximated that of the human liver lobules
in vivo. The patterns were transferred to both GelMA and GMHA
hydrogels by DLP-based 3D bioprinting technology (Fig. S2), which
used a digital micromirror device (DMD) chip to generate photomasks based on input digital patterns for photopolymerization of
the hydrogel solutions as previously described (21, 23). To spatially
pattern multiple types of cells and hydrogels, the digital masks were
applied in a two-step sequential manner to create a first layer of
hiPSC-derived hepatic cells supported by 5% (wt/vol) GelMA followed by a second complementary layer of supporting cells supported by 2.5% (wt/vol) GelMA and 1% GMHA (Fig. 1A).
By using this approach, we generated a 3D printed model of
hiPSC-derived hepatic cells and the supporting cells representing
the nonparenchymal cells from endothelial and mesenchymal origins in liver (Fig. 1C). The model measured 3 × 3 mm, with a
thickness of ∼200 μm, and consisted of an array of liver lobule
structure with the physiological dimensions (Fig. S3). Thus, this
DLP-based two-step bioprinting approach provided an efficient
and flexible way to create a 3D in vitro hepatic model that represents the in vivo hepatic structure.
3D Hydrogel Encapsulation at Hepatic Progenitor Stage Demonstrates
a Sustained Higher Level of Albumin Production Compared with
Encapsulation at Maturation Stage. hiPSCs generated from fibro-

blasts were induced to differentiate into hepatic lineage by a fourstage differentiation protocol modified from previous published
methods (Fig. S4) (8). After differentiation initiation, cells at each of
the four major stages, i.e., definitive endoderm, hepatic endoderm,
hepatic progenitor, and further hepatic maturation, expressed stagespecific markers as confirmed by immunofluorescent staining (Fig.
2A). Hepatic specification was further confirmed by accessing the
expressions of the four key liver-specific genes by quantitative PCR
(qPCR) analysis (Fig. 2B). The expression levels of the hepatic
lineage-specification gene hepatocyte nuclear factor 4α (HNF4a),
fetal hepatic marker gene α-fetoprotein (AFP), and the more mature liver-specific genes transthyretin (TTR) and albumin (ALB)
significantly increased as the differentiated cells matured over the
various stages of hepatic differentiation (Fig. 2B). In particular, the
expression levels of HNF4a, the fetal hepatic marker AFP, and TTR
after 10 d of differentiation were much higher than those at endodermal stage, suggesting that differentiated cells after day 10 entered
hepatic lineages (Fig. 2B) (13, 29, 30). Following hepatic lineage
specification, cells entered hepatic progenitor stage, i.e., became
HPCs after 12–14 d of differentiation, which further matured into
HLCs after 17–19 d of differentiation (8, 30).
Cells at both hepatic progenitor and maturation stages, i.e., HPCs
and HLCs, respectively, have demonstrated their potentials in organizing into vascularized liver buds (11, 13) and in the construction
of in vitro models with simple geometry (10, 12, 14). To determine
the stage of cells along the differentiation pathway that is more
suitable for hydrogel encapsulation, HPCs and the relatively more
mature HLCs were compared in terms of their albumin secretion
time course following encapsulation in GelMA (Fig. 2C). Although
neither cell type in 3D hydrogel culture was able to maintain the
peak albumin secretion level, the encapsulated HPCs showed a
more sustained secretion with a higher quantity (Fig. 2C). These
findings suggest that HPCs may serve as a better candidate for
in vitro liver model after several days of in vitro maturation.
Further characterization of hepatic progenitor cells immediately
before encapsulation with flow cytometry showed that an average of
91% of cells were positive for both HNF4a and FoxA2, the hepatic
specification markers (30), confirming their hepatic progenitor nature and purity (Fig. S5). Human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVECs) and the adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs) were
chosen as the supporting cells representing the endothelial
and mesenchymal lineages for their primitive nature and their
Ma et al.

Fig. 2. hiPSC-derived hepatic cell preparation and comparison. (A) Four major
hiPSC hepatic differentiation stages and the corresponding immunofluorescence
images showing staining of the respective stage-specific markers. (Scale bars,
500 μm.) (B) Gene expression profiles by qPCR showing the expressions of ALB,
HNF4a, TTR, and AFP of samples at hiPSC hepatic differentiation day (DD) 0, 5,
11, 16, and 20. All fold changes are relative to the expression level of hiPSCs. (C)
Albumin secretion levels of HPCs (encapsulated on DD 13) and HLCs (encapsulated on DD 17) over time following their encapsulation by bioprinting. Albumin
measurements were carried out beginning day 3 of encapsulation. Error bars
represent SEM, and n = 3 for all data points.

potentials in forming functional vasculatures as shown and discussed in previous studies (11, 13, 31). Specifically, HUVECs
were used over other endothelial cell types such as liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (LSECs) in consideration of the potential
interaction between umbilical vein and fetal liver (29). ADSCs
were used over other sources of mesenchymal stem cells for their
easy availability from individuals and promising clinical applications (32). HUVECs and ADSCs were maintained in their
respective culture media before encapsulation (Fig. S4).
In Vitro Structural Characterization of 3D Hepatic Triculture Model
Showed Cell Reorganization and Realignment with Intrinsic Pattern
Maintenance. To better understand the activities of cells after bio-

printing, cell viability, cell migration, and intercellular interactions
Ma et al.

The Enhancement of Liver-Specific Gene Expression and Functions of
hiPSC-HPCs in the 3D Triculture Model. Although the greater extent

of cell reorganization found in the 3D triculture model was encouraging, it was also important to explore the maturation level
based on liver-specific gene expression and functions. To address
this question, we first compared the relative expression levels of the
hepatic marker genes in hiPSC-HPCs from 3D triculture model,
hiPSC-HPC–only model, and the conventional 2D monolayer culture. The expression levels of the hepatic markers that are highly
expressed in mature hepatocytes, i.e., HNF4a, TTR, and ALB, were
higher in triculture condition compared with the other two. The
expression levels of fetal hepatic marker AFP were not significantly
different among the three conditions, but a trend of reduced expression level was observed in both the 3D HPC-only and 3D triculture model (Fig. 4A). Together, these findings showed a relatively
more mature gene expression profile of hiPSC-HPCs in the 3D
triculture model.
Next, we compared the anabolic and catabolic functional aspects
of the hiPSC-HPCs in different models. The levels of albumin
secretion by hiPSC-HPCs in different models over the period of
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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were characterized. The combinational effect of the entire bioprinting process, i.e., from cell suspension preparation to lightinduced photopolymerization of cell suspension and material
mixture, on cell viability was evaluated by viability assay on samples
from day 0 to 7. Live and dead cells as characterized by calcein and
ethidium homodimer-1, respectively, were quantified (Fig. S6).
There were on average 76% viable cells when measured within 2 h
following bioprinting (Fig. S6). No significant change was observed
within the first 3 d, whereas after around a week, live cells
accounted for 65% of the total population, suggesting that the
majority of cells were still viable (Fig. S6).
We next observed the pattern maintenance and potential cell
migrations within their patterns using fluorescently labeled hiPSCHPCs (green) and supporting cells (red). Within the first day after
bioprinting, cells appeared as individual spheroids patterned in
their respective structures from the optical mask (Fig. 3 A, B, and
C, ii). In about 3–7 d, the red fluorescently labeled HUVECs and
ADSCs aligned along the hydrogel pattern of the matrix, demonstrating the sinusoid-like structures within liver lobule (Fig. 3 A and
B, Fig. S7, and Movie S1). When observed under bright field, the
patterns gradually became blurred over time, but were well distinguishable when observed under fluorescent channels, suggesting
that the whole structure became an integrated construct without
losing the intrinsic patterns designed for different cell types (Fig.
3A). Both hiPSC-HPCs and supporting cells were able to stay in
their designated patterns for at least 10 d (Fig. 3A).
Over the course of 1 wk, hiPSC-HPCs formed aggregates with
each other (Fig. 3C). Hepatocytes in aggregate or spheroid culture
have been shown to be able to maintain viability and metabolic
functions for a longer period than those in monolayer cultures,
possibly due to the better retainment of in vivo hepatic morphological
characteristics (33–36). To further study the hiPSC-HPC aggregates,
immunofluorescent stainings were performed on E-cadherin, an
epithelial marker that had been shown to protect primary hepatocyte from apoptosis (37), and intracellular albumin, a functional hepatic marker. Aggregates after 7 d of culture were
stained positively for both E-cadherin and albumin, demonstrating functional spheroid formation (Fig. 3 C, i and ii). In addition,
the average aggregate sizes of hiPSC-HPCs in 3D triculture model
and hiPSC-HPC–only model were characterized and compared
(Fig. 3D). The 3D triculture condition showed greater spheroid
formation than the hiPSC-HPC–only condition by an average of
around 10%. The larger spheroid size suggests a greater extent of
cell junctions and potentially better hepatic functional performance (Fig. 3D) (34). Together, these results suggest that both
hiPSC-HPCs and the supporting cells were able to reorganize in
their designated pattern of the 3D triculture model over time and
that the extent of cell–cell interactions of hiPSC-HPCs in 3D triculture model, as characterized by average spheroid size, was
more than that in 3D HPC-only model.

CYP3A4, which is the most common CYP enzyme and estimated
to be involved in the metabolism of approximately half the
currently used drugs (Fig. 4 D, i) (39). Although not significant,
hiPSC-HPCs in 3D triculture model demonstrated the highest
average expression levels of CYP1A2, CYP2B6, CYP2C9, and
CYP2C19 (Fig. 4 D, ii–v).
In addition to the evaluation on the baseline CYP expression
levels without any drug treatment, the inductions of mRNA transcripts of the five CYPs in hiPSC-HPCs were further evaluated by
treating samples with an inducer, rifampicin, which is a bactericidal
antibiotic drug with potential risk of hepatotoxicity. The induction
by rifampicin led to significant increases in CYP3A4, CYP2C9, and
CYP2C19 expression levels in hiPSC-HPCs from the 3D triculture
model culture compared with untreated controls (Fig. 4 D, i–iii).
Such significantly increased CYP expressions from rifampicin
treatment were not observed in hiPSC-HPCs from either 2D
monolayer culture or the 3D-HPC–only model, although a trend of
improved expression was also observed. The rifampicin treatment
did not cause significant changes in CYP1A2 expression level of
hiPSC-HPCs from any of the conditions (Fig. 4 D, v). This observation was expected as rifampicin was less likely to induce
CYP1A2 as reported (40). However, rifampicin incubation also did

Fig. 3. Structural characterization of the hepatic model. (A) Fluorescent
images (5×) of bioprinted construct consisting of tracked cells on day 0, day
3, day 7, and day 10. (Scale bars, 500 μm.) (B) Fluorescent images (enlarged)
showing supporting cells arrangement on both day 0 and 7 following bioprinting. (C) Grayscale images (5×) and confocal immunofluorescence images (40×) showing albumin (Alb), E-cadherin (E-Cad), and nucleus (Dapi)
staining of hiPSC-HPCs in (i) 3D HPC-only (with no supporting cells) constructs and (ii) in 3D triculture constructs. (Scale bars, 500 μm in bright field
and 100 μm in fluorescent images.) (D) Bar graph showing mean diameters
of spheroids within both HPC-only constructs and triculture constructs on
day 0 and 7. Error bars represent SEM, and n = 3 for all data points.

19 d were compared (Fig. 4B). Albumin secretion declined in all
three models following their respective peak, but hiPSC-HPCs in
triculture model were able to maintain the highest level of secretion among the three conditions 5 d after bioprinting (Fig. 4B).
Similarly, urea production levels from breaking down of amino
acids were compared over time (Fig. 4C). The hiPSC-HPCs in
triculture condition were shown to maintain the urea production
level to a greater extent than the other two conditions (Fig. 4C).
Encouraged by the observed functional enhancement, we proceeded to investigate the expression levels of key enzymes in liver
drug metabolism, i.e., CYPs in hiPSC-HPCs from the three experimental conditions. Specifically, we evaluated quantitatively
the expression of the five key CYPs, CYP1A2, CYP2B6, CYP2C9,
CYP2C19, and CYP3A4, which account for 60% of human drug
oxidation (38). Among the five CYPs, the hiPSC-HPCs in 3D
triculture model showed a significantly higher expression of
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1524510113

Fig. 4. Gene expression and functional characterization of the hepatic
model. (A) Gene expression profiles comparing the ALB, HNF4a, TTR, and
AFP expression levels of HPCs in 2D monolayer culture, 3D HPC-only culture
model, and 3D triculture model on day 7 following bioprinting. (B) Albumin
secretion levels of HPCs in three different conditions over time. (C) Urea
secretion levels of HPCs in three different conditions over time. (D) Gene
expression profiles showing expression levels of (i) CYP3A4, (ii) CYP2C9, (iii)
CYP2C19, (iv) CYP2B6, and (v) CYP1A2 in untreated (CTL) and rifampicintreated (RIF) samples from three conditions on day 7 following bioprinting.
All gene expression fold changes are relative to the expressions of hiPSCHPCs on day 12 of differentiation before bioprinting. Error bars represent
SEM, and n = 3 for all data points.
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Discussion
Recent approaches that used hiPSC-derived hepatic cells to develop personalized hepatic models have been largely limited to 2D
or simple 3D culture and thus lost the liver structural and cellular
composition information (3, 7, 10–14). The complex microarchitecture and cellular interactions in liver are thought to be
essential to long-term hepatocyte functional maintenance as
supported by many reports on the loss of liver-specific functions
from hepatocytes taken out from the liver (5, 6). The purpose of
this study was to develop a 3D in vitro hepatic model that patterns
hiPSC-HPCs and the relevant supporting cells in a liver lobule-like
structure and to investigate whether this 3D triculture model can
promote hiPSC-HPCs maturation and functional preservation in
the assigned 3D biomimetic structure.
The application of the rapid 3D bioprinting process to our study
allows the flexible use of digital masks (21, 23, 24) and thus facilitates the process of liver lobule pattern design and modification.
Moreover, the projection optics of the system focuses light patterns
at micrometer-level resolution, thus enabling the biofabrication of
the liver lobule hydrogel construct within several seconds with
minimal UV illumination. The thickness of the construct, controlled by the motion controller of the system, can be flexibly adjusted based on various design criteria such as diffusion limitation
in models where vascularized system is not fully developed or the
large-scale construct in the case of fully vascularized models. As
such, the rapid and highly flexible bioprinting system is an excellent
tool for building 3D tissue constructs with physiologically relevant
dimensions. The two complementary hexagonal patterns not only
mimic the in vivo microarchitecture, but also enable both direct
contacts at the pattern interface and possible local paracrine interactions between hepatic cells and supporting cells within the
hexagons. The in vitro liver construct has its lobule diameter within
the range of the healthy human liver lobule dimension. In addition
to mimicking the native dimension, we also controlled the compressive moduli of the hydrogel matrices for both hepatic cells and
supporting cells, because the matrix stiffness has been shown to
strongly affect the functions of hepatocytes (27). We carefully
adjusted the light exposure time and the percentage of photocross-linkable materials, the two critical factors in controlling the
degree of cross-linking and thus the stiffness of the materials, so
that the average compressive moduli of the hydrogel matrices
mimicked that of the reported liver tissue (Fig. S1) (27).
In addition to the capability of building a system composed of the
3D hepatic construct, the use of hepatic cells from proper stages is
also very important to the success of an in vitro liver model. The
hepatic differentiation protocol used in our study is similar to that
in many reports (7, 9). Our results of characterization of each differentiation stage by both immunofluorescent staining of key
markers and expression levels of important genes are within the
ranges of those observed in literature (7, 9), suggesting that the
differentiation process has been successful. The characterizations of
the cells along differentiation stages and before encapsulation by
staining (Fig. 2A) and flow cytometry (Fig. S5) are important in
controlling the quality and purity of hiPSC-HPCs for the bioprinting process and thus the functional performance of the model.
Moreover, future study on the mesenchymal to epithelial transition
process, which is omitted by many current hepatic differentiation
protocols (7, 8, 12, 13), can be carried out to understand, in depth,
the differentiation from HPCs to more mature hepatic epithelia.
When assessing the albumin production levels of hiPSC-HPCs and
HLCs following GelMA encapsulation, the higher magnitude and
more sustained level of albumin produced following the peak by
HPCs supported their potential to be better candidates for the 3D
Ma et al.

hydrogel encapsulation. This observation may be because HLCs in
the later stage of the differentiation process are in a more mature
status than HPCs (Fig. 2 A and B) and more metabolically active as
in adult hepatocytes, and hence may not adapt to the encapsulated
environment. Moreover, the fact that HPCs are maintained under
hypoxia differentiation, whereas HLCs are cultured in nomoxia
conditions, would facilitate the transition of the former into
hydrogel encapsulation. The use of mature HLCs or adult hepatocytes in future models will require the incorporation of more
specific endothelial cells such as LSECs to further facilitate the
solute transport by their developed fenestration clusters and to
provide cell interactions at the same developmental stage. In
addition to characterizing key liver markers and metabolic product
secretion, which we focused in this study, potential cholangiocytes
derived from the bipotential hiPSC-HPCs may be further characterized in future studies. Such characterizations on biliary system, as
well as further characterization of hepatic epithelia, are important
in verifying a mature and functional liver model with biliary system.
Characterization of cell viability of hiPSC-HPCs showed that an
acceptable number of cells remained viable following the whole
process of bioprinting and also during the subsequent culture. In
addition to knowing that most cells stayed viable, it is also important to understand the macroscopic changes of the construct over
time. Interestingly, the construct, although appearing as a slab
under brightfield, not only maintained the intrinsic hexagonal
structures but also showed cell reorganization within them over
time. The staining of E-cadherin and albumin expression over time
demonstrated a cell–cell interaction and gradual maturation of
HPCs. In line with aggregate formation, the realignment of supporting cells along the hydrogel lines can potentially facilitate
channel formation and possible vascularization (31). The greater
HPC aggregate size observed in this 3D triculture model further
supports the beneficial effects from supporting cells as widely
reported in 2D coculture models (14, 42).
In line with many structural changes observed, there are also
functional advancements in HPCs cultured in the 3D triculture
model. The increased expression of TTR in hiPSC-HPCs in 3D
triculture correlated with that of HNF4a, which controls the expressions of both TTR and other hepatocyte nuclear factors that
regulate the expression of several hepatic genes (30). The improved
ALB expression also agrees with the increased albumin secretion
from HPCs cultured in 3D triculture model 7 d following bioprinting. Despite the eventual decline in albumin and urea production, the relatively higher secretion level over time suggests that
hiPSC-HPCs in 3D triculture model attained a more mature stage
than those in merely 3D encapsulation or 2D monolayer culture.
Finally, in addition to the higher expression levels of liver-specific
genes, hiPSC-HPCs in 3D triculture model also have higher basal
CYP expression, which is essential to drug metabolism. The higher
basal CYP3A4 expression itself suggests a maturation toward adult
hepatocytes as fetal hepatocytes express very low levels of CYP3A4
(43). The significant induction by rifampicin of CYP3A4, CYP2C9,
and CYP2C19 expression levels shows that hiPSC-HPCs after 7 d
in 3D triculture are able to respond positively to rifampicin as reported for primary hepatocytes (42), thus potentially improving the
metabolism and clearance of the drug. Rifampicin is also an inducer of CYP2B6; therefore, the fact that rifampicin treatment did
not lead to induction of CYP2B6 under any of the conditions
suggests that hiPSC-HPCs at this stage may still be incompetent in
terms of their drug metabolism capability. Further characterization
on the RNA profiling of additional phase I and II enzymes and
comparison with adult liver expression profiles can be carried out in
future work to provide an in-depth understanding of the maturation
level and the drug metabolizing capability of the model.
hiPSC-derived hepatic cells, despite their potential to have malignant transformation following in vivo transplantations, have been
widely recognized as the most promising candidate for developing
patient-specific human hepatic models in vitro (4, 7). Current
in vitro liver models using hiPSC-derived hepatic cells are largely
limited by their lack of biomimicry (3, 7, 10–14). The 3D triculture
model presented here highlights the successful application of
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not affect significantly the expression of CYP2B6 (Fig. 4 D, iv),
which was previously reported to be induced by rifampicin in
adult hepatocytes (41, 42). Taken together, these results
showed that 3D triculture model provided an environment for
hiPSC-HPCs that improved not only anabolic and catabolic
functions, but also the key CYP expression levels and the drug
induction potential.

DLP-based bioprinting technology to liver tissue engineering and
thus the progress of the field to a level where the complex liver
microarchitecture and cell composition can be studied in a
physiologically relevant model. Further incorporation of functional and liver-specific vasculature based on LSECs and introduction of diseased cell types and extracellular environment
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